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Abstract—Building scalable web applications on top of NoSQL data stores is becoming common practice. Many of these data stores can easily be accessed programmatically, and do not enforce a schema. Software engineers can design the data model on the go, a flexibility that is crucial in agile software development. The typical tasks of database schema management are now handled within the application code, usually involving object mapper libraries. However, today’s Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) lack the proper tool support when it comes to managing the combined evolution of the application code and of the schema. Yet simple refactorings such as renaming an attribute at the source code level can cause irretrievable data loss or runtime errors once the application is serving in production.

In this demo, we present ControVol, a framework for controlled schema evolution in application development against NoSQL data stores. ControVol is integrated into the IDE and statically type checks object mapper class declarations against the schema evolution history, as recorded by the code repository. ControVol is capable of warning of common yet risky cases of mismatched data and schema. ControVol is further able to suggest quick fixes by which developers can have these issues automatically resolved.

I. INTRODUCTION

As software evolves in building web applications, so does the schema of persisted data. Keeping the schema in sync with the application code is a known challenge, and remains an active research area. Systematic database schema evolution control, to use a term coined in [1], arises in relational data stores, object-oriented data stores, XML and NoSQL data stores alike [2]–[4].

However, with agile software development, the frequency of evolutionary changes is reaching a new and unprecedented rate: A recent study on the web application managing Wikipedia shows that the database schema in this software project experiences at least one publicly released schema change per month [5]. Large web companies such as Google make weekly, if not daily releases (quoting Marissa Meyer in [6]). As a consequence, parts of the developer community turn to schemaless NoSQL data stores which provide more flexibility compared to relational databases.

NoSQL document stores such as Google Cloud Datastore [7] or MongoDB [8] are popular backends for web development, since they allow for storing structured data (rather than just opaque values) and offer a basic support for queries. While these data stores do not enforce a global schema, professional software engineering actually relies on data being structured consistently, both in the objects of the application code and in the persisted entities. Developers therefore turn to object mappers for the translation of persisted entities into objects in the application space, and back. Thus, the schema of persisted data is now maintained within the application code.

Let us sketch the typical setup of a web development project, e.g., using a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) stack for hosting web applications. Figure 1 shows the development environment on the left. The software engineers have just finalized version v1 of the application using an Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The code repository manages the source code versions, and currently contains the upcoming release v1, as well as the earlier release v0. On the right, version v0 of the application has been serving in production until now. The application is backed by a NoSQL data store, offered as database-as-a-service (Daas).

Once version v1 is ready, the engineers deploy it to production and the serving version v0 is replaced. After deployment, version v1 is now serving users and persisting its own entities into the data store, adding to the entities persisted by version v0, which have now become legacy entities.

The new application code, in particular its object mapper class declarations, must be able to also handle the legacy entities, a requirement that brings about a range of challenges. For instance, when the current application code loads a legacy entity that it cannot properly handle, this can trigger runtime errors or can lead to severe cases of data loss. Currently, there is no proper tool support within IDEs to detect such problems early on. Instead, developers need to rely on their discipline, foresight, and on exhaustive testing.

What is missing in the development environment is a
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We now discuss common pitfalls in evolving software regardless of the data already persisted in production. These pitfalls are rooted in typical Schema Modification Operations, as they commonly arise in web development projects [5]. We start with discussing a concrete example in greater detail, and then list further common pitfalls.

Renaming Attributes: We assume an online role playing game. Figure 2(a) shows the Java declaration of a Player class. The object mapper annotation @Entity declares that instances of this class can be persisted. A player’s login serves as the unique key (@Id). Based on the annotations, object mappers take care of the marshalling and unmarshalling between objects.

Type checking in database programming has a long history [9]. In this tradition, we present ControVol, an Eclipse plugin capable of detecting problems related to schema evolution. To the best of our knowledge, ControVol is the first tool of its kind specifically designed for NoSQL data stores.

Contributions: The main contributions of our demo are:

- We discuss the acute problem of managing schema evolution in agile web development against schemaless NoSQL data stores.
- We present the ControVol Eclipse plugin, which successfully integrates with established Java object mappers.
- ControVol statically type checks object mapper class declarations against earlier versions in the code repository. It issues valuable warnings during changes to the code, thus providing instant feedback to developers.
- ControVol also suggests and performs automatic fixes to resolve possible schema migration problems.
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Fig. 4: The ControVol Eclipse plugin warns that in the latest version of class Player (shown to the right), attribute \textit{level} from an earlier class declaration (shown on the left) may have been inadvertently removed (or renamed).

- Ambiguous migration annotations can yield runtime errors. For instance, Objectify throws a runtime exception when trying to load a legacy object with both a \textit{level} and a \textit{rank} attribute with the class declaration from Figure 3.

With frequent releases, it becomes easy to lose track of the schema evolution history. Relying on the developers’ discipline alone is risky. Thus, a tool that can automatically check for these pitfalls is of great value in agile software development.

III. THE CONTROVOL TYPE CHECKING SCHEME

The core of ControVol is its static type checking system which checks the compatibility of object mapper class declarations. ControVol has access to the code repository, and thus the full history of all released class declarations. With each change to an object mapper class declaration, ControVol type checks against the schema evolution history of this class. In sketching out the basic idea in the following, we use a notation inspired by the Machiavelli system [12].

Schema Migration Warnings: We reconsider the problem of renaming attributes. From the class declaration in Figure 2(a) we derive the following mapping function.

\[
\text{Player}_{2(a)} : \quad \{ [\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}, \text{level} : \text{Integer}] \} \\
\to \quad \{ [\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}, \text{level} : \text{Integer}] \}
\]

The domain of this mapping captures the entities that can be loaded \textit{safely} (i.e., without data loss or runtime exceptions). The codomain captures the entities persisted according to the object mapper class declaration. In our example, the mapper expects all players to have the attributes \textit{login}, \textit{name}, and \textit{level}, and persists entities of the same type.

The class declaration from Figure 2(b) expects an attribute \textit{rank} (instead of \textit{level}):

\[
\text{Player}_{2(b)} : \quad \{ [\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}, \text{rank} : \text{Integer}] \} \\
\to \quad \{ [\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}, \text{rank} : \text{Integer}] \}
\]

Now the legacy players that were persisted according to the class declaration of Figure 2(a) cannot be safely loaded according to the class declaration of Figure 2(b). In other words, the codomain of Player\textsubscript{2(a)} and the domain of Player\textsubscript{2(b)} do not match. While legacy entities will be loaded without runtime errors, the object mapper cannot load the \textit{level} attribute. Objectify will instead create a new \textit{rank} attribute, initialized to zero by default.

ControVol recognizes a potential pitfall\footnote{If developers use the refactoring tools within the IDE for renaming attributes, ControVol recognizes this specifically as a renaming issue. Otherwise, ControVol suspects that attribute \textit{level} has been inadvertently removed.} and reports a warning in the IDE, as shown in Figure 4. For the convenience of the developers, we show the conflicting class versions side by side (see Figure 4).

Quick Fixes: Developers using IDEs like Eclipse are accustomed to resolving warnings with so-called \textit{quick fixes}, which can be applied automatically with only a few mouse clicks. In this tradition, ControVol proposes quick fixes to resolve the migration warning from Figure 4, as can be seen in Figure 5:

- Adding Objectify annotation \texttt{@AlsoLoad("level")} to attribute \textit{rank} explicitly renames \textit{level} to \textit{rank},
- adding annotation \texttt{@Ignore} to attribute \textit{level} makes clear that \textit{level} is removed intentionally, and
- restoring attribute \textit{level} prevents losing its value. In this case, attributes \textit{level} and \textit{rank} co-exist.

Annotations Recognized by ControVol: ControVol type
checks the following Objectify annotations to attributes\(^2\).

- \@Id marks the identifying key of the object.
- \@Ignore denotes that an attribute will not be loaded from the data store or saved to the data store.
- \@IgnoreSave denotes that an attribute will be loaded from the data store, but not saved.
- \@IgnoreLoad denotes that an attribute will not be loaded from the data store, but it will be saved to the data store.
- \@AlsoLoad denotes that an attribute will be renamed.

For instance, let us consider how ControVol treats \@AlsoLoad in the Java class declaration from Figure 3. The inferred mapping function performs pattern matching:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Player}_2(a) & : \{[\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}, \text{level} : \text{Integer}]\} \\
& \rightarrow \{[\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}]\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Player}_3 & : \{[\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}, \text{rank} : \text{Integer}]\} \\
& \rightarrow \{[\text{login} : \text{String}, \text{name} : \text{String}, \text{rank} : \text{Integer}]\}
\end{align*}
\]

This object mapper class declaration loads legacy and current players alike. Since the entities persisted by class declarations \text{Player}_2(a) and \text{Player}_2(b) can be safely loaded by \text{Player}_3, ControVol reports no warnings.

Objectify also offers life-cycle annotations for methods. A method with annotation \@OnLoad is called when an entity is loaded. Developers can thus declare more complex migrations, such as splitting Strings, or extracting class member attributes into embedded classes (c.f. [13]). Since these methods may contain arbitrary Java code, the migration problems that can be recognized by static code analysis are inherently limited. We plan to extend ControVol so that simple yet common migrations within methods may be analyzed as well.

IV. OUTLINE OF THE DEMONSTRATION

The general outline for our interactive demo is this:

1) We introduce the typical setup for NoSQL web development, as shown in Figure 1: Developers write source code in an IDE (Eclipse), manage it in a version control system (Git), and regularly deploy the application to a PaaS framework (Google App Engine). The application is backed by a NoSQL data store (Google Cloud Datastore).

2) We show common pitfalls in refactoring the application code without also changing the schema of the persisted legacy entities: changing the types of attributes, renaming or removing attributes, and ambiguous annotations.

3) We demonstrate the imminent consequences of such mistakes: data loss, data corruption, and runtime errors.

4) We let the ControVol Eclipse plugin detect these mistakes. For instance, Figure 2 shows a case of inadvertent data loss by the seemingly harmless renaming of attributes in the IDE. ControVol then issues warnings (see Figure 4).

5) We let ControVol suggest quick fixes (see Figure 5). Developers can then conveniently resolve the detected problems, as depicted in Figure 3.

---

\(^2\) We list the Objectify annotations, as the Morphia annotations are similar.

V. SUMMARY

While schema evolution has been intensively studied for relational, object-oriented, and XML databases, the problem presents itself with new acuteness in the construction of web applications on top of NoSQL data stores. With an ever-growing developer community using object mappers capable of lazy schema migration, there is a pressing need to address their concerns. Earlier academic solutions, while extremely valuable research contributions, cannot be directly applied: Either these solutions were not designed with NoSQL data stores in mind (but for relational databases [14]), or they were not developed for widely adopted web programming languages such as Java, as well as their object mappers (e.g., versus Eiffel in [15]). We regard this as an opportunity for the data management community to contribute our experience in building data management tools.

We plan to release the ControVol Eclipse plugin under an open source licence, and to extend it with a query rewriting capabilities, so that queries also work for legacy entities.
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